I. INTRODUCTION niversity of Lampung (Unila) is an Institution of Higher
Education located in Bandar Lampung -the provincial capital of Lampung, Indonesia. Established in September 13, 1965. Unila has deployed Internet Access Management to guarantee the healthiness of the campus network, as well as to enhance the effectiveness of the bandwidth.
Unila has around 6.000 concurrent online users used internet at peak time from almost 27.000 of total Academia Civitas, which brings the difficulty to manage the campus network. As an academic area, the University wants to conducting internet traffic measurements to understand the performance of networks, for troubleshooting needs, to figure out where the faults are, concerned about ensuring the security of networks, also to check whether internet operators are in compliance with the Service Level Agreements (SLA), and to make decisions of how to invest for the deployment of the future Internet infrastructure. Since February 2016, UNILA already developed Internet Access Management (IAM) using SANGFOR TM system, to provide an integrated solution to monitor, manage and accelerate the Unila's network. IAM can identify and categorize the Internet resources by comprehensive reports, so Administrator capable to visualize the Internet usage status and filter the non-work 1 Department of Informatics Engineering, Universitas Lampung, Bandar Lampung, Indonesia (corresponding author phone: +6285289774152; e-mail:gigih@eng.unila.ac.id) related websites and applications. It is very important to isolate the students from the disruptive Internet content such as pornography, violence and gambling. In addition, young students use P2P download softwares and video streaming actively should be warned, which consumes loads of bandwidth and causes network congestion to other critical applications.
This paper presents an internet traffic measurement of Unila campus network, traffic statistics, website browsing statistics, p2p activity, most active users, and application flow speed trend comparison. We collect the internet activity data since February 1, 2016 until February 29, 2016 (a month) on Campus networks. The aims of the internet measurement analysis are (1) To classify the type of application that affects the network performance (2) To analyze user behavior based in type of application . Section 2 describes the several literature review on internet measurement. Section 3 introduces the technique and monitoring tools that used in this study. Section 4 discusses on analysis of result. Finally the conclusion of this work is described in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORKS
Network traffic measurement provides an Administrator network to understand the traffic flow behavior in term of throughput, latency, speed, and packet data transmission. By using specialized network measurement hardware or software, online or offline measurement, an administrator network can collect more information about packets transmission on their network [1] [2] . Based on research of internet user behavior by a group of researcher from Lund University, Sweden, they categorized application into 7 categories that are [3] web browsing, multimedia streaming, Peer to Peer (P2P), file transfer, game online, messaging and collaboration, and secure session. The network administrator should know exactly which applications/users are consuming the most of network bandwidth resource [4] . A study on mature of IEEE 802.11 WLAN campus at Darmouth College, USA found that the applications used on the WLAN changed affectedly. Initial WLAN usage was majoring by Web Traffic; but the study shows significant increases especially in P2P, streaming multimedia, and voice over IP (VoIP) traffic [5] . An increase in the percentage of P2P traffic and multimedia and inconsistent trend for Web traffic can be explained by the increasing complexity and overall size of Web pages that include more audio, images and video elements [6] . Nowadays network operator are faced with rapidly growing of video traffic that cause a main source of congestion in their networks. In order to reduce congestion, N. Khan, on their work [7] , timely video rate adaptation is required at the Radio Access Network (RAN). [23] describe it is very important to implementing High Availability (HA) on a network. Fig.1 shown Unila's Internet Access Management topology, on data center (DC), already installed Aruba Controller 7210 series and ClearPass System on dedicated server. Aruba Controller policy system work to manage the role of platform provides and device based network control access for Unila wireless user, and communicate with RADIUS system as Active Directory User (user profiling and also posture assessment, on boarding profile, guest access profile), and a comprehensive context-based system policy engine. ClearPass use the database user from radius server on Unila's private cloud, radius act as SSO user database backend for other academic application.
III. INTERNET ACCESS MANAGEMENT NETWORK TOPOLOGY
Beside Aruba Controller, there is a DMZ server that monitored by IAM, the main purpose of our DMZ server is to provide another layer of security for Public Server behind DMZ system. If a rogue actor is able to gathering the access to services located in DMZ, they will not be able to get full access to the main part of the network. Some critical public server placed behind DMZ such Unila's Web Server, Mail Server, Domain Name System (DNS) server, Academic Information System, etc. DMZ also has a notification that remainder of the network to be protected if a rogue actor or hacker is able to succeed in attacking any of the servers. Any Public server that is placed behind DMZ server have limited connectivity to other hosts that solely reside within the internal network. On Fig. 1 , there also 2 Cloud Core Router that act as internet router for Faculty member, this both router installed to serve whole users connected through Campus LAN cable, we split the router into 2 router to distribute the traffic load. There were Cloud Core Router 1 (CCR1) and Cloud Core Router 2 (CCR2), CCR1 is serving total 4 Faculty, and CCR2 also serve 4 Faculty. The end node of IAM implementation topology is Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), BGP communicate using the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and publish Unila's network prefix (IPv4 and IPv6 prefix) and Autonomous Number (ASN) to upstream provider, besides running BGP services the device is also act as public router for all server that placed on Data Center. 
Sangfor
TM Internet Access Management (IAM) installed on Bridge mode deployment connecting between Unila's public server/routers and BGP/Public Router. We also configure IAM bridge IP or manage port IP for controlling device, whereby the device connected to network and take over the functionality of another equipment with less or no user intervention. Table 2 , shown the trend data of daily downlink traffic on February 24, 2016. The most consumed traffic application was streaming media, with Peak Rate 337.38 Mb/s, Average Rate 98.90 Mb/s, and total flow 1043.04 GB data or equal to 38.64% from total uplink traffic. Total flow for daily usage was 2699.11 GB. During peak time, users frequently complain feeling difficult to access the internet [24] , this happen because almost 40% bandwidth flow was used for video streaming. Table III , shown the daily most popular url, search engine google was the most popular url accessed by users, the other was official Unila website, facebook, and Google Global Cache (GGC). was CCR2 with 16.9%, and the 4 th was Digital Library Server with total traffic was 0.6%. Monthly uplink traffic total flow was 5889.92 GB while downlink traffic Total flow for February, 2016 was 61041.35 GB. We made a recommendation to Unila management for pay a serious attention especially on Users Streaming Media Activity specific on access to Google Global Cache (GGC) to overcome network congestion during peak time period on working hours, we suggest to implement traffic provisioning of video streaming connections for improving the quality of campus network.
IV. INTERNET TRAFFIC MEASUREMENT ANALYSIS
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